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Abstract
This present paper explores the rhetorical structure of some selected talks
from TED conference under the topic of education to discuss the essential
and optional moves applied in these talks. Based on the result the author tries
to talk about the possibility of incorporating such instruction of oral presentation in academic genre in college English classroom. The study sets up a corpus
of TED talks with the tag of education to tease out the shared structure features
and flexibility in them. The study identifies the essential and optional moves
based on the frequency and occurrence. Meanwhile, the findings also indicate
the importance of topic and conventions of TED conferences.
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1. Introduction
Oral presentation skills are regarded as one of the most important communication skills. For college English learners, oral skills are also important in both
academic genre and workplace. Presentation skills lie in the central place of English learners’ professional success in the academic genre (Evans, 2013). More and
more universities included presentation skills in the curriculum aiming to facilitate students’ acquisition of the language. Coursebooks of public speaking or
oral presentation skills usually focus on introduce prescriptive rules and samples invented by the writers. Teachers of such course tend to collect authentic
video, audio materials to supplement the printed textbook, but the examples they
can find most are the inaugural speech or parliament presentation, these context-specific speeches are not very suitable to serve the pedagogical purpose in
English classroom. In countries like China, English is mainly taught and used in
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the context of classroom and in the academic genre, so the instruction of oral
presentation skills should be specified. With the previous discussion in mind
teachers of public speaking and oral presentation courses in universities often face
the problem of lack of appropriate pedagogical materials to help their instruction.
Nowadays many researches have revealed the difference between spoken and
written discourse in academic genre in terms of interactive strategies (Biber, Conrad, Reppen, Byrd, & Helt, 2002). Many other studies reported the importance of
guiding the students to prepare and deliver oral presentations (Bunch, 2009; Chou,
2011). There are abundant literatures on the topic of how to coach and develop
materials for classroom teaching (De Grez, Valcke, & Roozen, 2009; Evans, 2013).
Many researchers recommended that TED talks are a beneficial resource for
improving students’ English presentation skills in the academic genre. TED is a
nonprofit organization devoted to convey ideas cross discipline and culture.
Many experts in different professional fields are invited to present their ideas in
TED conference, in order to share and inspire the public in thoughtful short
talks. These innovative outstanding discipline-specific presentations provide us
with substantial materials of learning academic presentations. The purpose and
popularity of TED talks make them one of the most accessible and appropriate
resources for oral presentation instructions. TED talks are not only considered
beneficial in English listening teaching (Takaesu, 2013), but also used to motivate students’ critical thinking and classroom discussion (DaVia Rubenstein,
2012). Besides the previous studies, there are few studies discuss the rhetorical
and communicative structures of TED talks which are very useful in training
academic presentation skills. This study tends to conduct a corpus-based move
analysis in the specific genre of education in TED talks aiming to investigate the
general pattern of rhetorical structure in this discipline and shed some light
upon the pedagogical puritanical of using TED talks in the instruction of oral
presentation skills in the academic genre.

2. Literature Review
Move analysis of spoken discourse
In 1990 Swales first coined the rational of move analysis, it is a method used to
analyze rhetorical features in a genre. Swales defined move as a part of text serve
specific purpose and meanwhile devote to the overall communicative success in
genre. Each move can be furtherly subcategorized into different steps which
support the purpose of move (Connor, Upton, & Kanoksilapatham, 2007). The
aim of move analysis is to identify how do the moves and steps are organized to
develop a coherent and comprehensible discourse (Tardy, 2011). Swales (1990),
provided a framework for move analysis in written genre which include three
types of move namely: “establishing a territory, establishing a niche, and occupying a niche/presenting the presents work” (Chang & Huang, 2015: p. 32).
Move analysis was firstly developed to address the genre patterns in written texts.
Swales 2004 began to applied move analysis to spoken genre. Prior to Swales
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himself many other scholars had conducted studies about move analysis in spoken discourse. Thompson (1994) researched the introduction part of 18 academic
lectures and identified two essential types of moves in it. More importantly she
argued that the inconsistent use of moves and steps cross genre make it difficult to
distinguish the function of every type of move from each other.
Approach of corpus-based move analysis
Move analysis is considered as a top-down process of discourse analysis which
focuses on analyzing the higher-level rhetorical structure of text to identify the
general pattern of how the arrange the text. With the development of corpus
linguistics studies used corpus provided more evidence to show the necessity of
combining bottom-up approach into structure analysis, both qualitative and
quantitative analysis offered beneficial materials for classroom teaching.
Biber and his colleagues (2007) developed a corpus-based move analysis
framework and discussed the electronic coding methods of doing such research.
In the framework Biber and his team emphasized the importance of identifying
the move types in spoken discourse using a well-designed coding system as well
as how to evaluate the inter-rater reliability during the coding process. Quantitative analysis should be done soon after the coding process finished, by counting
the frequency of move types some general structure patterns could be seen. A
move analysis study of birthmother letters (Upton & Cohen, 2009) illustrates
that corpus-based method facilitate the researchers to analysis a large number of
texts which may reveal more salient features than ever before.
TED talks move analysis based on Corpus
As a newly developed research genre only a few studies included corpus approach in the move analysis of TED talks. Chang and Huang (2015) developed a
corpus of TED talks contained about 960 texts after identification and evaluation
they chose 58 presentations across disciplines. With a careful analysis the authors
finally summarized a typical move structure in TED talks, take frequency into
consideration, topic introduction is the only obligatory move in the introduction
part, topic development in the boy part commonly occurred in most presentations,
and the conclusion part which is the shortest but seemed to have more stable
structure with three essential types of move namely: acknowledgements/gratitude,
closure, and concluding messages. At the end of the paper the authors argued that
the selected texts cross different disciplines maybe one reason for a less salient
pattern in the findings, the lake of in-depth view in one discipline left room for
future move analysis in TED talks. According to the suggestion form Chang and
Huang the current study plan to analyze the move structure in TED education
talks, identify the essential rhetorical structure in this specific genre, and discuss
the pedagogical potential of TED talks in oral presentation skills instruction.

3. Methodology
1) Selection of the corpus
The corpus used in this research includes 12 TED education talks selected
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from the TED website. The collection of the texts is based on the construct of
achieving representativeness of the oral presentations under the topic of education. Aiming to ensure the selected talks shared the genre specific characteristics
according to the discipline of education, the selection was made based on several
criteria:
a) There are 148 talks under the tag of education and the length of which varied from 3 to 27 minutes, the author chose 3 talks according to the duration
categories provided by TED website namely: 0 - 6 mins; 6 - 12 mins; 12 - 18
mins; and 18+ mins. And 12 talks in total, the name, length, and link of the 12
talks can be viewed in the appendix.
b) For this study aimed to explore the pedagogical use TED talks and move
analysis in facilitating students’ English oral presentation learning, all the selected talks should be presented in English. Selection was restricted to talks delivered by single presenter.
c) Presentations which contained other forms of onstage performance like
dances, poetry, new media technology display, and music were excluded from
the corpus for the purpose of analyzing the move in monologues.
d) The final decision of the 12 talks was made based on list of viewing rate, for
most reviewed talks indicated the audience’s preference and that is one of the
predictor of the quality of a TED talk. High quality talks should be outstanding
both in strategy use as well as content and should be more representative for the
move features in this discipline. The top three most viewed talks in different duration section were selected and when the talks violated previous criteria the
flowing talk would be viewed and included when met the criteria.
Finally, 12 TED talks with a total number of 24,267 words were collected for
further analysis. The average length of the 12 talks is 2022 words.
Coding protocol
After developing the TED talks corpus in this study, the author began to identify the functional components in the talks according to the purpose of segments. From the introduction in TED website, TED talks aim to spread the
innovative ideas to worldwide audience. A general picture can be drawn from
the instruction is that the invited speakers in TED conference are experts or
practitioners from various academic disciplines try to convey their ideas to
common and ordinal audience, in order to serve this purpose presenter may use
different move structures in their talks according to many reasons. Based on the
coding catteries used by Chang and Huang (2015), the author began to watch the
TED talk videos and check the transcripts provided by TED website. After a draft
move analysis of two randomly selected talks from TED talks about education, the
author made possible adjustment to the coding system by providing new explanations and examples to some steps in the system. One of the author’s course mates
was invited to code another two randomly selected TED talks in education using
the same coding system, negotiation and agreement were made after the second
analysis to establish a set of suitable coding criteria for current corpus.
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In order to achieve the validity and reliability of the coding procedure the author trained another coder to help with the manually coding task. the coder was
received explicit training about the coding criteria and practice coding with TED
talks. Two coders code one randomly selected talk and the inter-coder agreement examined by MAXQDA is 84% indicates that the coding criteria are reliable and the classification of moves and steps are clear (see Table 1). The result
will be reported in the result section.

4. Result
1) Basic description of the 12 TED talks
Firstly, the author identified the introduction, body, and conclusion part of
the 12 presentations. From the data in Table 2, body part occupied the largest
proportion in the talks, followed by with the conclusion and introduction parts.
The body part also shows the greatest standard deviation among the three components of a talk and the introduction and conclusion have similar SD in this
corpus. The SD values suggest that although the full length of these 12 talks is
various, the presenters devoted similar amount of words in the beginning and
ending part of the presentation.
2) Essential moves in TED talks
The purpose of this study is to find out the distribution of obligatory moves in
different parts of TED talks in the topic of education. In the 12 selected talks the
Table 1. Correlation rate.
Code

Correlates

Doesn’t correlate

Total

Percent

Show stance/position

12

3

15

80.00

Acknowledgements/gratitude

2

2

4

50.00

Announce topic

2

0

2

100.00

Offer an explanation

10

0

10

100.00

Make generalization/offer speculation

2

0

2

100.00

Set the scene

2

0

2

100.00

Present an argument

4

1

5

80.00

closure

2

0

2

100.00

Call for action

2

1

3

66.67

Total

38

7

45

84.44

Table 2. Length of each part.

Average words
(SD)
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%

134.5
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%
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conclusion

%

Full
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author identified 264 moves and the occurrence of all the types of move is shown
in Table 3. We can see that topic development (102) and speaker presentation
(82) are the two most frequently occurred moves in the talks. In terms of distribution in the three parts of a talk the data indicates that the introduction parts
often contain moves like topic introduction (13) and speaker presentation (12),
what is interesting here that although greeting is a commonly used strategy in
delivering presentation to draw attention from the audience. In TED talks the
presenters rarely employed listener orientation move (3) and especially the greet
audience step (1). Topic development (94) and speaker presentation (66) are most
frequently used in the body part, and concluding message and acknowledgement
are mostly found in the conclusion part (see Table 3).
In order to classify what are the essential move or optional moves to TED
talks in education the author counted the occurrence of these move in different
talks. Only when the occurrence of certain moves in the same part covered more
than 60% of the total talks (Kanoksilapatham, 2007), the move can be recognized
as an essential move in this part. Table 4 illustrate that Topic introduction and
Table 3. Moves and steps in each part.
Move steps

DOI: 10.4236/ce.2021.121012

Total number of occurrences (n = 264)

Total (%)

Introduction

Body

Conclusion

Listener orientation

3

0

0

3

Greet audience

1

0

0

1 (33%）

Engage in meta-level discussion

2

0

0

2 (66%）

Topic introduction

13

6

0

19

Set the scene

7

3

0

10 (53%)

Announce topic

6

3

0

9 (47%)

Outline structure

0

0

0

0 (0%)

Speaker presentation

12

66

4

82

Introduce oneself

5

1

0

6 (7%)

Establish authority

3

3

0

6 (7%)

Show stance/position

4

62

4

70 (86%)

Topic development

0

94

8

102

Present an argument

0

12

3

15 (15%)

Describe a process/series of events

0

5

0

5 (5%)

Offer an explanation

0

77

5

82 (80%)

Closure

0

0

6

6

Concluding messages

0

6

16

22

Call for action

0

5

7

12 (55%)

Make generalization/
offer speculation

0

1

9

10 (45%)

Acknowledgements/gratitude

2

4

11

17
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Table 4. Total moves and steps in each part.
Move steps

Numbers of talks contain this move (n = 12)
Introduction (%)

Body (%)

Conclusion (%)

Listener orientation

2 (16.67)

0 (0)

0 (0)

Greet audience

1 (8.33)

0 (0)

0 (0)

Engage in meta-level discussion

2 (16.67)

0 (0)

0 (0)

Topic introduction

8 (66.67)

3 (25)

0 (0)

Set the scene

7 (58.33)

3 (25)

0 (0)

Announce topic

6 (50)

3 (25)

0 (0)

Outline structure

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

Speaker presentation

8 (66.67)

12 (100)

4 (33.33)

Introduce oneself

5 (41.67)

1 (8.33)

0 (0)

Establish authority

3 (25)

3 (25)

0 (0)

Show stance/position

2 (16.67)

12 (100)

4 (33.33)

Topic development

0 (0)

12 (100)

6 (50)

Present an argument

0 (0)

5 (41.67)

2 (16.67)

Describe a process/series of events

0 (0)

3 (25)

0 (0)

Offer an explanation

0 (0)

12 (100)

5 (41.67)

Closure

0 (0)

0 (0)

6 (50)

Concluding messages

0 (0)

3 (25)

10 (83.33)

Call for action

0 (0)

3 (25)

6 (50)

Make generalization/
offer speculation

0 (0)

1 (8.33)

9 (75)

Acknowledgements/gratitude

2 (16.67)

3 (25)

10 (83.33)

Speaker presentation moves were identified in the introduction of 8 out of 12
talks (66.67%) therefore should be considered as essential moves in the introduction part. Other moves like listener orientation and acknowledgement moves
(16.67%) are less frequently used optional moves in this part. As for all the 12
talks contained Speaker presentation and Topic development move in the body
part these two moves were classified as obligatory moves in the body part. The
appearance of moves like Topic Introduction, Concluding Messages, and Acknowledgements/gratitude were only about 25% and should viewed as optional.
The conclusion part included two essential moves namely Concluding Messages
Acknowledgements/gratitude for them are identified in the conclusion of 10 out
of 12 talks (83.33%), what should be noticed here is although the frequency of
closure and topic development moves were less than 60% talks 50% of occurrence also indicated that these moves were typical in the conclusion of educational TED talks (Table 5).
3) Features of move model in TED education talks
Compared with other formal oral presentations move analysis of TED education
DOI: 10.4236/ce.2021.121012
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Table 5. Essential moves and steps in each part.
Introduction

Body

Conclusion

Essential

Topic introduction
Speaker presentation

Speaker presentation
Topic development

Concluding messages
Acknowledgements/gratitude

Non-essential

Listener orientation
Acknowledgements/
gratitude

Topic introduction
Concluding messages
Acknowledgements/
gratitude

Speaker presentation
Topic development
Closure

talks revealed some unique characteristic in this specific genre.
TED conventions and personal flexibility
In the instruction of public speech, greeting the audience is viewed as one the
most commonly used strategy in the introduction part, and serves the purpose of
signaling the beginning of a presentation, asking for attention from the audience, and calm down the noise (Lucas, 2010). Through move analysis about
the 12 education talks in TED the author found that only 1 out of 12 speakers
employed this strategy in his speech, and similar result can be found in Chang
and Huang’s study in 2015 that only 2 speakers in their 58 selected talks greeted
the audience at the beginning of their presentations. It seemed that although
greeting the audience is a useful and highly recommended step in general oral
presentation, in the specific context of TED most presenters followed the unique
feature of this genre. This finding suggests the novice presenters to analyze the
genre and be aware of the acceptable convention before preparing for the speech.
By analyzing the moves of 12 talks, the frequency of different moves and the
obligator move structure of TED education talks indicated that the employment
of move in a presentation is flexible and mainly based on the communicative
goals of the presenters especially in the introduction and body parts.
The basic move structure of TED education talks
Besides the personal flexibility of move choice, this paper also identified a basic move structure consisted of the move repeated occurring in the same section
and in more than 60% of the talks. The obligatory moves found in education
TED talks mainly consistent with the common structure of oral presentation.
Compared with the structure identified by Chang and Huang (2015), some genre
specific features in education talks can be found. In the introduction part Chang
and his colleagues only found one essential move in the 58 talks, in the current
study the author found that most of the speakers in education talks also tended
to establish their authority and present their position at the beginning of talks. In
the body section in the specific genre Speaker Presentation was obligatory compared with previous study. The move of closure didn’t employ by many speakers
in the conclusion, for some of the speakers directly used call for action and make
generalization to be signal of going to end the presentation. As can be seen in
Table 5, in the body part present argument, and offer explanation steps in the
same move of topic development usually occurred together to provide information before the presenter showing his or her stance.
DOI: 10.4236/ce.2021.121012
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5. Discussion and Implication
The current research focuses on the specific discipline of education in TED
talks, compared with previous studies the author identifies more essential
moves in the samples and provides a clearer move structure of education TED
presentations, partly proves the assumption that move structure is a more
discipline-specific model. In this study the author finds that on the one hand
TED talks share some common features with other forms of public speech, especially in the conclusion part that contains relatively fixed moves like concluding
massage and acknowledgment. Besides, TED talks demonstrate more unique
conventions, for example rarely occurred greeting the audience step in the introduction part and the appearance of acknowledgement move throughout the
whole talk. The study also reveals that the special environment of presenting innovative ideas in the 18 minutes rather than deliver a 3 minutes speech which is
usually adopted speech practice in the oral skill course, TED presenters can devote more time to set the scene and establish their authority, in the body parts
the speakers have more chances to elaborate their stance with clear explanation
or description of a process, and often use argument to stimulate thinking or reflection from the audience. The much richer content and moves in TED talks
provide the learners with abundant examples of how to deliver a credible,
thoughtful, and inspiring speech in front of a large group of audiences. The
analysis of move pattern in educational TED talks illustrates that the move
structure is strongly affected by the purpose, the convention of the conference
and personal style.
The author explores the move structure of 12 educational TED talks aiming to
determine the pedagogical potential of TED talks as useful materials for enhancing students’ oral presentation skills. This corpus-based move analysis of
educational TED talks determines genre specific move structure of TED talks
which can help the beginners to get a basic understanding about the education
genre in TED talks. The move structure inducted from analysis of expert presenters of TED can set a good example for the novice speakers and facilitate
them in preparing a speech in similar conditions.
The move analysis can help the students to be aware of the regularity as well
as the variation in exact genre of TED talks by using the provided criteria of
moves in TED talks, the instructors can guide the students to analyze and evaluate TED talks by themselves.
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